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Introduction
This document outlines the challenges and options to design and implement a secure data workflow enabling
organizations to balance security versus business requirements - and support the use of portable media in a secure
facility. The document provides specific solution examples for the Nuclear Energy industry but can be applied to any
critical infrastructure organization.
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Cybersecurity Evolution in Critical
Infrastructure
After the September 11 attacks in 2001, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) added cyberattacks to the plant design
basis threat (DBT) requiring strong cybersecurity measures to be implemented by nuclear facilities. Historically the NRC was
more concerned with providing physical security for nuclear sites, but the attacks of 9/11 exposed several areas where critical
infrastructure may be vulnerable and revealed the importance of cybersecurity to the systems within critical infrastructures.
In 2005, working with the NRC, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) created the NEI 04-04 cybersecurity plan. NEI 04-04 paved
the way for NRC regulation Title 10 introduced in 2009. NRC 10 CFR is complementary and in addition to NERC CIP regulations.
Similar changes have been introduced for other critical infrastructure sectors.

Threats to critical infrastructure have grown more sophisticated over time.
Critical digital assets need to be isolated from external networks. Because of this, portable media is a primary vector for
cyberattacks. Portable media is often the only way to transport files to and from secure areas. Extra attention therefore must
be placed on securing the portable media devices that are brought in and out of a secure facility.
While imperative to the protection of critical infrastructure, securing portable media devices is not easily done, and there
are many requirements that can impact the portable media security policies for operators of critical infrastructure. In many
cases, there is no single source for an organization’s portable media security policy, and individual facilities may require
unique security policies. For example, acceptable media types and the appropriate architecture can vary between different
facilities, based on their unique requirements and expectations.

Balancing Cybersecurity Risk and
Mitigation
Increases in cybersecurity rarely come without a corresponding increase in operating costs and a decrease in operational
flexibility. Costs must cover purchasing a security solution, implementation, and the management and maintenance. Initial
costs often include the physical infrastructure necessary to deploy the solution, such as servers, Kiosks, and networks, as
well as consulting services to implement the solution correctly. Following the solution deployment there will be ongoing
costs, which include the monitoring and management of the solution, keeping the solution up-to-date, and employee
training and education.
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The effort and costs mentioned above must be weighed against the cost of compromise. As compared to other critical
infrastructure, the components of risk (threat, likelihood, and impact) are unique in a nuclear setting. When evaluating risk,
impact scenarios will need to be evaluated for multiple risk domains to include safety, reputation, environmental, regulatory,
financial, and legal.
Facilities may be forced to suspend operation if the breach is serious enough, the cost of which can be millions of dollars per
day. There are also the remediation costs, the forensics to assess the damage, as well as the removal of any malware that
has found its way into the secure network. Depending on the breach, the loss of classified or sensitive information is also a
possibility, the financial impact of which may be hard to quantify.
When making mitigation decisions about risk, the costs to reduce risk are systematically weighed against the potential
impact costs. Each organization will draw the lines differently, but ultimately, they must decide on the mitigation projects
they have the resources to tackle and assign the relevant budgets. Most organizations focus on the low hanging fruit; that
is, the biggest reductions in risk that can be obtained at the lowest cost. In this case, providing protection for portable media
use often rises to the top.

Defining Acceptable Media and
Content

IT (Information Technology) and OT (Operational Technology) skilled personnel are in high demand. This has made it
challenging to hire and retain internal teams. The nuclear industry is no different. Many therefore default to outsourcing
skilled labor. Contractors are often required to support the needs of multiple industries and a great many client applications
internally, in the cloud, and in the field. This support often requires an exchange of files with offsite sources to accommodate
a variety of patching, updates, applications, and data analysis.
VPN or internet access to a nuclear facility is unlikely, therefore portable media often fills the gap. Portable media
devices have improved personnel, process, and technology environments worldwide through leveraging their productivity
advantages, flexibility, and convenience. Unfortunately, portable media devices have also served as a transfer point for
malware and intellectual property.
Media devices are consistently listed as one of the top cyber security vulnerabilities in IT as well as the OT environments of
critical infrastructure. Some organizations have chosen to internally lock down or remove access to media. Some have also
taken on the resource intensive task of issuing their own managed laptops to contractors. Regardless, the need for a secure
exchange of files remains.
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Working as a contractor in the nuclear industry is expensive and time consuming given the security access, training, and
procedural requirements. The best and the brightest are often unwilling to deal with the slowness and overhead without
significant compensation which in turn incurs significant hourly rates. Removing media as an option could reduce the
flexibility a contractor needs to perform their work and would likely increase cost and slow project and maintenance work.
Assuming that media in some form is allowed, security policies must be defined as per their use. These policies should
define what types of portable media are acceptable and how they can be used. The following minimum criteria should be
considered:
▪

Portable Media Type: Restrict the types of media to only those necessary for employees to perform their jobs successfully.

▪

File Types: Limit the file types that are allowed; for example, not allowing executable files, but allowing document files.

▪

File Properties: Limit files based on their properties; for example, limiting files to a specific size, zip archive level, or
blocking any encrypted files where a password has not been provided.

Cross-Domain Solutions for Portable
Media
Several common uses cases for handling portable media are outlined below. OPSWAT solutions, which are deployed in over
90% of US nuclear facilities, are used to help illustrate solutions for each use case.

Air Gapped Network
A common implementation is to place Kiosks at the key check point entrances of secure facilities. Client security policies are
enforced to require that all portable media from employees and contractors first be scanned, sanitized, and approved prior to
entering the facility.
Network A

Network B

USB

MetaDefender ™
Kiosk
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The Kiosks confirm the user, the source, and the file type; look for any malicious partitions and malware; and determine
whether the device is secure or if it requires further inspection. An administrator can also add enforcement of the specific
media devices that are allowed into the facility.
The Kiosk can restrict media usage to specific pre-screened vendors and types. Organizations can also provide their own
certified media for the copied destination of all sanitized/validated files. In this case, only these media devices would be
allowed into the facility with the employee/contractor or under escort.

Network A

Network B

MetaDefender ™
USB Firewall
USB

SCADA/HMI

USB

MetaDefender ™
Kiosk

Another popular use case involves “closed-loop” control via a USB Firewall. This no-install solution ensures that no media or
file is used without first being sanitized/approved by the Kiosk.
This option allows the client to use any media but ensure that on entry to the system, the files have been sanitized, validated,
and approved.
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Networked Solutions – Kiosk and Vault
Network B

Network A

Data DIode

?
MetaDefender Vault

MetaDefender Kiosk

The main “cross-domain” use case for a Kiosk is moving files from a low security network zone (air gapped or networked) to a
higher security network zone. In networked cases, an optional Data Diode can be used to provide additional security and lock
one-way data flows from the Kiosk to Vault. In addition, the Kiosk can print ID Badges as well as Codes such that employees
or authorized guests can look up their unique Code in the Vault web site after entering the facility and securely retrieve their
files.

Networked Solutions – Vault
Whether you are working with NIST, DHS, NERC/FERC, NEI, or NRC, most cybersecurity standards and guidance recommend
that systems be profiled according to risk (threats, vulnerabilities, and consequence of compromise). These security profiles
are then used to group these systems such that similar levels of protection can be applied to each group.

DMZ

3.5
Level 3.5 systems

Operations/Systems Mgmt Network

ISA-62443 level

3
Level 3 systems

Area Supervisory Control Network

ISA-62443 level

2
Level 2 systems

Control Network

ISA-62443 levels

1

and

0
Level 1 / 0
OT / IIOT systems

These groupings of systems by security profiles are often referred to as “security zones” or “security domains”. The transfer
of files between these zones is often referred to as cross-domain file transfers.
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Records Retention Server
Security Zone

Lab
Security Zone

For operational purposes, files will typically need to be securely transferred between these security zones in a controlled,
monitored, and logged process. The Vault provides authorization, authentication, audit reporting, and tiered supervisory
approval for cross-domain transmissions, storage, and retrieval of files. In addition, all files are monitored and checked for
malware using 30+ anti-malware engines, sanitized, and quarantined based on configuration policies.
Movement between zones can be securely facilitated, controlled, and supervisor authorized as well by Vault to Vault
transfers. In this use case, OPSWAT MetaDefender Vault is installed in each Security Zone.

OPSWAT Solutions
OPSWAT offers several products to support a wide range of use cases and manage cross-domain security and compliance.

MetaDefender Kiosk
Acts as a digital security guard - inspecting all media for malware, vulnerabilities, and sensitive data. The Kiosk is designed
for installation at the physical entry point of secure facilities.

MetaDefender Vault
Secure file storage and retrieval solution that protects critical files. The Vault works alongside the Kiosk to provide a secure
and efficient way to manage threat protection.

MetaDefender Drive
Portable USB-based solution to inspect devices for malware, vulnerabilities and sensitive data before they enter or leave any
organization. The Drive is designed for use where portability is valued and connection to an external network is not available.

MetaDefender USB Firewall
Provides a plug-and-play, no install, no software footprint path to securing portable media; ensuring the boot sector and file
contents of portable media are inspected, audited, sanitized, and approved prior to use.
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Benefits of OPSWAT Cross-Domain Solutions
▪

Custom Workflows for Employees and Guests

▪

Integrated ADS Authentication

▪

Multiple Tiered Levels of Supervisory Approval

▪

File Type Analysis and Filtering

▪

30+ Anti-Malware Engines scan each file for Malware and Vulnerability Analysis

▪

File Sanitization

▪

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)

▪

Identify Country of Origin to Discover Supply Chain Risks

▪

Regulatory Compliance for NERC CIP, GDPR, and More

▪

Proven technology used in in nuclear facilities and critical infrastructure world-wide

Summary
The best solution for protecting nuclear facility systems or any critical infrastructure environment will consider the people,
processes, and technology. A critical infrastructure facility should have secure data policies that are as restrictive as possible
but flexible enough to evolve with an organization’s shifting security and operational needs. The effectiveness of the solution
will depend on the solution’s alignment to the processes and the risk profiles of its systems.
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About OPSWAT
OPSWAT is a global leader in critical infrastructure cybersecurity that helps protect the world’s mission-critical organizations
from malware and zero-day attacks. To minimize the risk of compromise, OPSWAT Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP)
solutions enable both public and private organizations to implement processes that ensure the secure transfer of files and
devices to and from critical networks.
More than 1,000 organizations worldwide spanning Financial Services, Defense, Manufacturing, Energy, Aerospace, and
Transportation Systems trust OPSWAT to secure their files and devices; ensure compliance with industry and governmentdriven policies and regulations; and to protect their reputation, customers, partners, and employees from cyber-driven
disruption.
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Visit us on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.
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Trust no file. Trust no device.
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